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As  part  of  an  international  scientific  networking  program  (NOR-R-AM),   we  are  building  a  database  for  the
Circum-Arctic  region,  where  published  geophysical  data  is  easily  visualized  and  retrieved.  We  have  recently
found  an  easy-to-implement  solution  suitable  for  geoscience-related  spatial  databases.  The  proposed
geo-referenced database utilizes some web services provided by Google and standard KML format (tagged text
files containing geographic coordinates). KML is a mark-up language that employs a tag-based structure with
nested elements, attributes, and follows the more general XML standard.  The similar GPML format is used in
the  free-access  plate  kinematics  visualization  and  analysis  software  GPlates.  We  supplied  kml-files  with
information about the data type, quality, bibliographic codes/doi for publications, and include links to the data
repositories.  The  ASCII  or  bitmap  files  are  retrieved  using  HTTP  queries.  We  integrated  the  database  with
processing or modeling software using MATLABs or Pythons scripts. The collection of kml files contains several
pre-defined elements (Geometry, LAT, LON, Data_Type, DataURL, Author_Year, DOI). 

We import the collection of kml files into Google Fusion Tables for navigation through the database, as well as
for filtering by attributes (e.g.  by author,  location or data type).  The Google Fusion Table is a well  suited for
joint  and  shareable  work.  The  advantages  of  working  on  a  shared  project  through  a  web  interface  are
availability without local installation requirement and possibility for dynamical change. Selected users (group
or public) have access and opportunity to information in database. The interactive maps are also easily shared,
available for editing and embedded as web-page content.

The concept of the web-database is that we fill it with various content, then import the data to Google Earth or
to the Google Fusion Table from which we can share and upload data for further analysis. Input data can be
raw data or final models, therefore both vector and raster data (e.g. through WMS/WCS services),  as well  as
detailed metadata.  Simple  scripts  convert  input  xyz  data  by adding metadata,  geometry  in  the form of  KML
format, and retrieve the xyz data in readable form when required. 

So far we have included into this project several raster data, lines and point information: active-source seismic
reflection and refraction profiles/crustal thickness and velocities distributions with description of interpretation
for  lines  and  seismic  images  (451  profiles);  permanent/temporary  seismic  stations  (5  stations);  heat  flow
measurements  (7  stations);  earthquake  locations  and  magnitudes;  information  on  geological  sampling  (e.g.
Gakkel  Ridge,  NW  Spitsbergen);  sonobuoy  measurements  (80  stations);  magnetic  isochrons/picks  and  plate
boundaries. We introduced a structure for facilitating work and cataloguing information. All elements for KML
files contains specified structure with description of authors of publication, Digital Object Identifier (DOI), data
type, possible live link to data source server/archive and published seismic image/interpretation.


